
St Cecilia’s Public School 

Panoramic Mosaic – Glimpse of India 

Exhibition By Middle Wing 

“ India will teach all the tolerance and gentleness of mature mind, understanding spirit and a 

unifying, pacifying love for all human beings.”        – Will Durant 

 

To highlight the role of Social Science in today’s society and to develop the vision of students towards the future 

of the nation; to create sensitive and responsible citizens, St. Cecilia’s Public School organized a Social Science 



exhibition Panoramic Mosaic – Glimpse Of India on 15th May 2024  showcasing the beautiful exhibits of students 

of Classes VI to VIII. All students from classes VI to VIII of the Middle Wing participated enthusiastically to display 

their innovative and creative exhibits in the exhibition in the form of models, charts, displays, presentations, 

visual delights and much more. 

The event witnessed the gracious presence of Honourable Director Sir, Madam Principal, Academic Advisor  

(Primary Wing), Coordinators and the invited parents. Honourable Chairman Sir and Madam Manager blessed 

the students with their benign presence as they enjoyed the sincere dedication of the students. The 

inauguration programme commenced with the Lighting of lamp by the dignitaries. The opening of the event was 

stupendous as the cultural presentations of folk dance, yoga and welcome song by music choir won the hearts 

of audience. Director Sir announced the Exhibition open for all and encouraged the students for their 

praiseworthy efforts. 

The theme of the exhibition brought under roof the varied states of India bringing into furor their cultural, 

topographic, social and traditional richness.  The exhibition splendidly showcased the unity in diversity wherein 

the states of Arunachal Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Punjab, Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal, 

Jammu and Kashmir etc were depicted through various  

models and charts prepared by the students under the able guidance of their teachers as a part of their project 

based learning methodology. Madam Principal accolade the noteworthy hard work and contributions of the 

students. 

Stepping into the exhibition, the visitors were transported on a journey across the diverse landscapes of India. 

Each classroom was transformed into a vibrant tableau meticulously depicting the essence of different states. The 

students greeted all guests in traditional manner followed by the display of historic monuments, visual treat of 

state dishes, echoes of regional music, famous architectural work, handicrafts and much more. 

There was a great deal of enthusiasm shown by the students as everybody appreciated the hands on approach and 

the learning aspect. The parents applauded the sincere efforts and the excellent display of talent by students. 

 


